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TOP OF MIND THINKING
I began my writing career in1997 when I joined JCK Magazine.
My thought process was to justify a higher paycheck, I would
have to contribute more than what my job description of
Executive Director of Trade Relations specified. Editor George
Holmes liked the idea of having someone from the industry
write a column on topics of interest to the trade. George’s
endorsement landed the job for me and for the past 22 years
I’ve been writing about the industry.
In 2009, the opportunity to join The Retail Jeweler team was
presented to me by Ed Coyne and Andy Kohler. My writing
career at JCK came to a close but my writing career continued
with The Retail Jeweler. The Retail Jeweler’s mission is and
continues to be to provide useful and actionable information
for the independent jewelers to read, to contemplate, and to
initiate. I identified with that mission and have helped continue
it these past ten years.
In this issue, there are three useful and practical articles I
suggest you read and consider implementing.
They are Dave Sexton’s piece
on The Price of Security:
Ever Present Vigilance. In
this article, Sexton covers the
three types of protection:
• Physical protection of
safes and vaults
• Reliable electronic
protection
• Consistency of sound
procedural practices
The key variable in these three topics is the consistency of
sound procedural practices. Sexton focuses on the current
issue of distraction as a technique used by thieves. This point
of the article is to make a list of subjects for discussion with
your staff because consistency only comes through constant
repetition and reinforcement.
All of the most sophisticated electronic equipment , and safes
or vaults developed for protecting your inventory are useless
unless sound procedural practices are identified and reinforced
frequently with your staff.
The second article I call to your attention is by Bill Boyajian, the
former President & CEO of GIA.

By Frank Dallahan

Identification of good and bad managers is
a necessary practice because every jewelry
store needs good leaders from the owner
on down the organization to the product
category managers. As a leader, it is
important for you to motivate and develop
good leaders within your business. Bill’s
definition of a good leader is one who “gets
results by helping employees be part of a
team’s success.” This happens when , “on
occasion, a manager meets an employee’s
needs almost at the cost of his/her own
needs we consider them outstanding even
sometimes heroic.”
Bill has another article in the
issue on reducing pressure in
a family business. The nature
of the jewelry business invites
family participation. Perhaps
an even stronger word is
appropriate, substitute the
word - requires for invites and you’ll see what I mean. In
many families, there is inherent
trust. In others, not so much
trust exists. Each requires a
different approach, but both require consistency of application.
The point is, it is important for the owner/leader/manager to
communicate effectively and frequently his expectations and
the guidelines of store operations whether we’re talking about
security or sales techniques. Repetition is a key to accomplish
these goals. They need to be referenced at every sales meeting
before the store opens for business. Good security and good
management go hand in hand with each other. Each helps the
owner and the business survive and prosper.
All three articles will give you useful and practical information
to consider and implement. Each article is an example of how
The Retail Jeweler’s mission of providing useful and actionable
information to you. Staying true to your mission will surely help
your business grow and prosper.
Happy reading!

Frank Dallahan
co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler

Bill is all about identifying good and bad managers. It is a
relatively short article from Bill’s “Top of the Mind” series. His
identification of good and bad managers hits home quickly.
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Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

By Mark Mathews

THE NUMBER
OF RETAIL STORES
CONTINUES
TO GROW

With the bankruptcy of Barney’s in the
news, we’re bound to see another round
of handwringing in the media over the
“retail apocalypse.” The actual data paints
a very different picture, though. As the justreleased “Retail Renaissance – A Growth
Story” report from IHL Group points out, retail stores are
definitely not going away. According to the report, for each
company closing stores, 5.2 are opening stores. For every
segment of retail, there are more companies opening stores
than closing stores. Even the much-maligned department store
category has more brands opening stores than closing them.
The reality is that the wave of store closures
seen in recent times is being driven by a
handful of companies. Just 16 retailers are
responsible for 73% of retail store closings
so far this year, according to IHL. Retail is a
dynamic, fast-changing, highly competitive
industry and there are no guarantees of success. Consumer
expectations are growing and evolving, and retailers must
invest heavily to improve the in-store experience.

For every retailer
closing stores in 2019
FIVE RETAILERS
ARE OPENING
STORES

According to Census Bureau data, 2018 saw
a net increase in retail stores in the United
States. There were almost 3,100 more
stores during the fourth quarter of 2018
than the same quarter a year earlier. What’s
interesting is that the increase appeared
to be driven by smaller stores: Stores with fewer than five
employees were the big gainers, with a net increase of 4,569
as of the first quarter of 2018 compared with the same time in
2017.
With so many billion-dollar brands that
shape our retail consciousness, it’s easy to
forget that retail is an industry dominated
by small business: 98 percent of retail
is made up of small businesses. This
segment’s vibrance is encouraging because
it represents the future of our industry. There might well be a
small business opening its first store today that will become a
dominant player in the next decade. The retail landscape 10
years from now will likely be one where stores still play a vital
role in the shopping experience.

In the most recent edition of NRF’s Consumer
View report, two-thirds of consumers said
technologies such as augmented and
virtual reality, smart dressing rooms and instore navigation apps have improved their
in-store experiences.
At the point of sale, technologies such as self-checkout,
curbside pickup and mobile payment have made checking
out an easier and more satisfying experience. The cost of
implementing these technologies has been high but it appears
to be paying off. If anything, stores remain an integral and
growing part of the retail landscape.
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To learn more, register for IHL’s webinar “The
True Story of Store Openings/Closings,” to
be held on August 14.

Mark Mathews

Vice President for Research Development and Industry, National Retail
Federation

By Bill Boyajian

FOUR KEY QUESTIONS TO UNDERSTAND YOUR STRATEGY
I’ve always been an advocate that the simpler something is, the easier it is for most people to understand it. This is particularly
true if you are trying to develop and communicate a comprehensive company strategy. Your strategy is understandably more
than just selling jewelry, so in order to create and convey a coherent plan, here are four simple questions you should consider
answering as soon as possible:

01

02

03

04

What does your customer
want and how are you
providing the solution?

Who are your competitors
and how do you beat
them at your game?

What do you need to
do to make your strategy
profitable?

What is your plan to sustain
or improve your competitive
advantage and how will it evolve
and adapt to future changes?

It doesn’t matter what you
think. It only matters what
your customer thinks. If you
can’t fill your customer’s
needs, you can’t hope to be
in business very long. Some
people are going out of
business today because it’s
time for the owners to retire
and there is no one in the
family who wants to take over.
But this can also be a cop-out
because many retail jewelry
businesses today aren’t
worth taking over because
there is no strategic plan to
make a next generation store
successful and profitable.
Again, I ask the question,
“What does your customer
want and how are you
fulfilling their desires?”

Don’t tell me that your
competitors are the travel
industry, technology gadgets,
or unique experiences. They
don’t sell diamonds and
jewelry. You do. And, so do
competitors in your space.
Customers usually have
several jewelry sellers from
which to choose, so you need
to understand the competitive
landscape and why you win
business or lose it. Here are
two more simple questions:

You might be able to
create a lot of value for
your customers, but if you
can’t be profitable with
a legitimate return on
investment of your precious
capital, then you really don’t
have a good business. Many
jewelers are simply making
wages, and not very big
wages at that. A jeweler
with more merchandise at
cost than annual retail sales
is in trouble and in need of
a strategy to get out of that
trouble quickly.

Change is inevitable, but
growth, development, and
improvement are optional
and totally dependent on you
as an owner. Even if you have
a winning strategy today, this
is no guarantee that it will be
a winner tomorrow. One of
the greatest risks, and threats,
facing every jeweler today is
that as the world and society
changes. If you will not or do
not adapt with it to remain
relevant, competitive, and
profitable the future will not
be kind.

• How do your competitors
solve customer needs
differently than you?
• What differentiates your
offerings from others in your
field and community?
If there is no true value-added
or differentiator, then all you
are left with is to compete
on price. In other words, a
commodity, and we all know
what that means.

To sum up, as customer tastes and needs change over time,
and as technology provides compelling alternatives, new
business models emerge to wear away traditional businesses.
Strategy is not a word that most jewelers use often enough,
but they should. Review the questions in this message with
your staff and work on a strategy for continuous improvement.
It’s the only way you will survive and thrive in the future.

Bill Boyajian
Bill is the former long-time president of the Gemological Institute of America, and is currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for a wide variety of businesses in the gem and jewelry industry, specializing in leadership,
business, and organizational development, family transition, and succession planning. Bill is the author of Developing the Mind of a
Leader – Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business coach and speaker, and can be reached at
bill@billboyajianassociates.com.
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THE PRICE OF SECURITY
EVER-PRESENT VIGILANCE

By David Sexton

Effective retail jewelry store security consists of three main layers of protection.
1. Appropriate physical protection (including safe(s) and vault(s))
2. Reliable electronic protection
3. Sound procedural practices consistently applied by the jewelry business associates

Of the three listed, perhaps the third is the most important. In
fact, it’s been estimated that if sound security procedures are
consistently followed over time, the frequency of loss incidents
reported by most jewelry operations could be eliminated. In
the applied science of risk managing their jewelry business,
each jeweler expresses an authentic desire to have the best
kind of jewelry loss possible: the one that doesn’t happen!
No jeweler today would argue that establishing and consistently
observing sound security procedures across their respective
organizations is not a winning strategy to pursue for their
organization. Instead they ask:

to remain in the business. You must therefore develop effective
loss prevention and security strategies to help you manage
and/or mitigate your exposures to loss, like establishing sound
and consistent operational security procedures.
Let’s consider the recent rise in reported distraction thefts
being committed against jewelers. How do you get your team
engaged in protecting your organization from this kind of loss?
Knowing that distraction thieves target retail jewelry operations,
you already know step one is to harden your target to these
attacks.

CASE STUDY: DISTRACTION THEFTS
• How can I make sound security procedures more compelling
for my associates to adopt and follow?
• How can I persuade my team to consistently observe the
policies and protocol we have agreed to follow in executing
our customer service mission?
• How do we create a security and/or loss prevention state-ofmind for our organization? One that permeates every aspect
of our corporate culture-in-action as a retail jeweler.
As a responsible business owner, you can appreciate the fact
that because you are in the jewelry business there are those
exposures you cannot avoid, transfer, or eliminate if you wish

14
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Distraction thieves are no strangers to the retail
jewelers’ world. Stealing jewelry is big business
for these loosely affiliated groups of men and
women who are extremely good at what they do.
These criminals train to excel in effectively distracting and/
or confusing associates. These gangs share a characteristic
methodology of working in groups in a coordinated effort to
distract retail jewelry store associates. When successful, one or
more members of the group will attempt to infiltrate the vault
and/or safe area of the store, penetrate a rear work room area
or successfully access locked merchandise display showcases.

Continued to Pg 16

THE PRICE OF SECURITY
EVER-PRESENT VIGILANCE

The Jewelers Security Alliance (JSA) has collected and posted
numerous video recordings on their website showing how these
theft gangs crawl under counters, stand on chairs to reach
over counters, hold up coats, or position their bodies to block
associate’s view or shield a member of the gang committing a
crime. These gangs display great skill and even greater boldness
in the execution of their retail jewelry store attacks.
They are also adept at casing a retail jewelry store in advance
to know where merchandise is displayed an/or kept during the
day. As masters of stealth, it’s not uncommon that their thefts
are not discovered until hours or sometimes days later.
You must be on your guard against the wiles of these
professionals. Awareness of how they operate when they
arrive is key. Whenever you or any of your associates become
suspicious of individuals in your store, it’s important to
immediately alert your entire team using a pre-determined
code word or phrase. This will raise staff awareness to the very
real possibility that a crime may soon be taking place.
Make sure all merchandise display showcases are key locked
and that keys are secured and/or carried by the associates
on their individual persons. Check to make sure that any
merchandise that may have been inadvertently left out has
also been secured or put away. This is the perfect time to call
any associates working in a rear office out unto the salesfloor
to help.
Associates should be encouraged to keep an eye on suspected
thieves and to watch them intently in an obvious manner. This
is not the time to try and make a sale.
Jewelers in these situations should position at least one
associate to stand at the entrance door, arms folded, making it
obvious that they are watching the suspicious individuals.

JSA recommends that this associate pull out a cell phone and
begin dialing it while watching the suspicious individuals. This
communicates very clearly that the sales staff is onto them.
In the wake of this focused surveillance attention they will
most likely leave, understanding that your store is not an easy
target. Remember, however, many of these gangs are not
easily dissuaded from the goal to steal from your store and will
remain undaunted.
These gangs also resort to slitting adhesive bonds on jewelry
merchandise display showcases. This maneuver allows them
to lift the merchandise display showcase top to access jewelry
merchandise on display in the showcase. Sometimes they will
slit the adhesive on one visit only to return later to lift the tops
and remove the displayed jewelry merchandise.
Therefore, many retail jewelers have adopted the discipline of
routinely checking their jewelry merchandise display showcase
bonds several times a day to make sure the display fixtures
have not been tampered with.
You should be vigilant for anyone who places coats or large
parcels on jewelry merchandise display showcases as they
may indeed be attempting to either slit a merchandise display
showcase bond or lift the showcase top itself.
The security recommendations mentioned in this article for
reducing your exposure to a distraction theft are not new. Nor
are distraction thefts and the stealth tactics employed by the
gangs in executing these crimes. The tactics remain pretty
much the same year after year because they are incredibly
effective in distracting retail jewelers and their staff.
If you have questions about risk management and how to
keep your jewelry business safe and secure, please email
LossPrevention@jminsure.com.

David Sexton
David Sexton is vice president of loss prevention
consulting at Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company.
Headquartered in Neenah, Wis., Jewelers Mutual
is the only nsurance company in the U.S. and
Canada that specializes exclusively in protecting
the jewelry industry and individuals´ jewelry.
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WHERE CREDIT IS DUE!
SOUND CREDIT PRACTICES
FUEL COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Jewelry suppliers face many challenges in the search for good,
sustainable business. One such issue is the contraction in potential
‘doors’ or retail outlets that has occurred over the past 10 years.
We often hear the questions: ‘Who is left to sell to?’, ‘How do
I grow?, ‘How do I make well-informed decisions that lead to
sound transactions?’ and ‘How do you avoid the bad ones?’
The Jewelers Board of Trade (JBT) has ben assisting jewelry
industry suppliers in finding the best answers to these questions
for over 135 years now. Founded, owned and operated by
the industry, we strive to be the credit services resource of
choice for our membership. From marketing lists and credit

reports to collection of delinquent accounts, we are all about
delivering the right information, when and how it is needed,
cost effectively.
With the government’s focus on prevention of moneylaundering schemes and knowing who you’re doing business
with, it’s necessary for everyone in the industry to practice a
thorough vetting of current and potential business partners.
The basics of trade credit analysis and accounts receivable
management includes careful due diligence on new accounts
and regular monitoring of existing accounts, accompanied by
a healthy dose of common sense.

The following is an overview of some of the factors you should consider in this process and tools available to assist you.

E
 valuate
Your
Credit
Risk
Tolerance

Look at the net worth of your company (your investment at risk) and compare it to the amount of high credit you
will need to grant to do business with a new prospect. The rule of thumb is a maximum of 10 percent of your net
worth extended to any one account: The theory is that you can afford to lose this and still survive. It is simply
dangerous to gamble a significant portion of your capital base with one account, which is painfully evident in
the toll that major retailer bankruptcies have taken on the supplier population.
Consider the parameters of your banking arrangements if you are borrowing to finance your receivables. What
limits does this impose on the amount and age of credit you can extend? Let these considerations, among others,
factor into the credit policies you set.

Do Your
Homework
on New
Accounts

Monitor
Existing
Accounts

18
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Once you’ve obtained a new lead, take advantage of two critical tools to help you accomplish this: the credit
application and credit report. Credit applications should include business name, fictitious names (dba), date
and place of origin, legal structure, address, phone numbers, principals and officers, business type, authorized
buyers, federal tax ID, trade and bank references, and the authorized signature of a principal who can commit the
company to payment. Order a credit report on all new customers. We refresh our payment database constantly,
and just last month our members submitted over $591,571,700 of trade payment information. Our Collections
Department posts new claims to these credit reports as received. Take advantage of this resource to evaluate
new ‘faces’ and lower the risk of preventable credit loses. After you’ve done your homework, reconcile the credit
application and credit report – both technically and intuitively.
Put the signed application, credit report, trade and bank reference checks, and any other relevant data in their
file.
At least annually, update the file by ordering a new credit report, or subscribe to our CreditWatch monitoring
service that alerts you to significant changes in a report. Review the JBT Weekly Alert to identify potential
problems. This report provides ratings changes, financial embarrassments, ownership changes, collections
claims, frequent inquiries, and other items of interest. Note any relevant information in the company’s credit
file and adjust your credit strategy accordingly (e.g. change credit limit, intensify collection efforts) and call the
investigative staff at JBT should you have any questions. These are some of the fundamental procedures that
can help jewelry industry suppliers acquire and maintain good business in an intensely competitive environment.

The Jewelry Business Magazine
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WHERE CREDIT IS DUE!
SOUND CREDIT PRACTICES FUEL COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
CREDIT REPORT SUMMARY

ACME CARLTON JEWELERS
D/B/A GASTON’S JEWELS
MEMBER OF JBT
JBT ID 91430834
JBT OPS CLASS
LISTED SINCE
FULL REPORT
UPDATED

JBT RATING

RETAIL JEWELRY

1A21

05/02/2019

CONTACT

RATING
UPDATED

10/1/2018

STATUS

1A2

$1,000,000 to
$5,000,000

PAY SCORE

1

Prompt

PREVIOUS
RATING

1A22

PAYMENTS

95 Jefferson Boulevard
Warwick RI 02888-6602
www.gastonsjewels.com

DAYS OUTSTANDING BASED ON AGREED TERMS

Tel
401-467-0055 Fax 800-490-5268
Email jeremy@gastonsjewels.com
24.5

PRINCIPALS
Rocchio, David

24

President

23.5

Born 1968, Married

23

Adams, Jeffry P. (Jeff) CFO

22.5

Born 1977, Married

Morgan, Kathleen

VP Marketing

Born 1957, Married

Bellimi, Nadia

VP Merchandising

Born 1961, Divorced

Lundberg, Adam

22
21.5

22

23

24

12 Month Average

7 Month Average

3 Month Average

21

Store Manager

Born 1963, Married

REPORTED TRADES NUMBER OF TRADES
Prior 7 Months
54

OPERATIONS
No of Employees
No of Branches
Lease/Own
Square Feet
Insurer
Alarm System

123
12
Leased
9,500
Jewelers Mutual
Yes

20
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JBT COLLECTIONS

466,400

0 Open, 0 Closed

CREDIT

448310
Jewelry Stores

The Jewelry Business Magazine

28

CLAIMS

Corporation
Delaware
04/21/1994
2654323B
010843231
Private

5/22/2019 1

147,100

Slow

Gaston’s Jewels
Lundberg & Morgan

LEGAL
Business Type
State of Incorporation
Date of Incorporation
Registration ID
Tax ID
Type
Ticker
NAICS Code
NAICS Description

26

Prompt

BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS
Parent Company
DBA

AMOUNT DUE ($)
$613,500

NUMBER OF CREDIT INQUIRIES
Past 90
Days
HIGHEST CREDIT LINE ($)

6
147,200

Copyright 2019 The Jewelers Board of Trade – Proprietary and Confidential
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Creating a Retail Experience
By Gloria Maccaroni

A recent report from IHL Group points out that retail stores are
definitely not going away. According to the report, for each
company closing stores, 5.2 are opening stores. For every
segment of retail, there are more companies opening stores
than closing stores. Even the much-maligned department store
category has more brands opening stores than closing them.
Another report from the Census Bureau shows that 2018 saw
a net increase in retail stores in the United States. There were
almost 3,100 more stores during the fourth quarter of 2018
than the same quarter a year earlier. What’s interesting is that
the increase appeared to be driven by smaller stores. Stores
with fewer than five employees were the big gainer, with a net
increase of 4,569 as of the first quarter of 2018 compared with
the same time in 2017.
With the many billion-dollar brands that shape our retail
consciousness, it’s easy to forget that retail is an industry
dominated by small business: 98 percent of retail is made up
of small businesses. This segment’s vibrance is encouraging
because it represents the future of not only the jewelry industry
but the future of the retail industry. Keep in mind that retail
giants all started with their first store. A small business opening
its first store today might become a dominant player in the
next decade.
This encouraging news, however comes, with challenges.
Challenges on how to attract, engage and keep customers
coming back. When consumers can buy any product at any

22
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time, from a multitude of competing retailers—it’s the in store
buying experience that separates the leaders from the rest of
the retail pack. It’s the consumer experience that matters, not
the sale or the selection, but the total “retail experience”.
Today more than ever, you need to capture the attention
of your future customers and keep your current customers.
Without consistent excellent customer care, customer loyalty
is improbable, especially in this economy where buyers have
so many places to shop. Now more than ever in business, you
need to find ways to differentiate yourself.
Creating a unique customer experience in your store can be
your key to your future success.

A few questions you should ask yourself are:
•D
 oes my store have a distinct personality?
•D
 o I and my staff promote a positive, friendly and
professional environment?
• Is my staff well trained and knowledgeable about the
collections that we offer?
•H
 ow can I differentiate my store from on-line retailers and
my brick and mortar competition?
Creating a unique customer experience in your store
can be your key to your future success.

Tips on creating a unique “retail experience”.

START WITH YOUR ONLINE PRESENCE
According to Time Trade’s State of Retail
Survey, 85 percent of respondents said
that if an item were available both online
and in-store, they would rather make a
purchase in the store.
Does your website reflect your store’s
personality ? Are your current promotions
and upcoming events listed? Can one
easily find your location, store hours,
services offered and phone number ?

Alex Woo
Alex Woo shares press
with retailers and includes
handouts about the brand
titled “Behind the Charm”.
Alex Woo Sterling silver
autograph word “XO” necklace
MSRP: $198
alexwoo.com
212-226-5533

USE YOUR WEBSITE AS A SALES LEAD
Consumers spend significantly more per
visit in-store than online – The trend was
validated in a recent First Insight Report
which found that 71 percent of all shoppers
surveyed spent $50 or more when shopping
in-store. This compares to only 54 percent
of respondents spending more than $50
when shopping online.
Use your website to attract your customer
and to lead them to your store . When
showing a new collection or trend post a
leading statement like: “to see the entire
xxxx collection and exclusive pieces visit
our store”

Adel Chefridi

Sterling silver
Night pendant,
Aquamarine,
satin finish
MSRP: $210.
Chefridi.com
845-684-5185

Adel Chefridi provides model
shots and hi-res images to
enhance your web site.

NURTURE THOSE WHO SHOW INTEREST
A lot of attention is given to attracting new
customers but many neglect converting
those customers, who showed interest but did
not purchase. Collecting email addresses of
customers who walk in your store is important.
Offer to send a follow-up if a certain piece
comes in that might be of interest to them.
Send a note to thank them for visiting and tell
them news about upcoming events.

Samuel B
Balinese bracelet all hand woven
chains 925 sterling silver
MSRP: $489.
samuelb.com
855-SAMUELB

Advertising Co-Op
Samuel B. offers 50/50 advertising co-op of up to 2.5% of sales. Their in-house
design team offers custom graphics for partnership usage online and in print.

THE

RETAIL JEWELER
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Creating a Retail Experience
UPDATE YOUR ONLINE LISTINGS

Belle Etoile

As many as 93% of all online experiences begin with a search
engine, according to Search Engine Journal.
While existing customers may search for your store by name
and head directly to your website, many will simply search for
what they need, like:
“Best jeweler in [your town].”
And they will see several listings, some of which will be
search-and-review sites, like:
• Yelp
• Google
• Angie’s List
• Yellow Pages
• Prime Buyers Report
• And other local ones specific to your city!
Make sure you’re listed on those sites — and that your business
profile is correct, up-dated and shows pictures of current collections.

White stones pavé-set
into rhodium-plated,
nickel allergy-free cuff,
925 sterling silver.
MSRP: $575
belleetoilejewelry.com
415-626-9223

Belle Étoile’s Phone Pop GWP’s
are the perfect incentive for
your customers to purchase
more beautiful jewelry! Contact
sales@belleetoilejewelry.com for
more information.

USE DIRECT MAIL

E L designs

Direct mail remains a time-tested jewelry marketing tool — yes,
even in our digital age. Consider these numbers:
•7
 9% of consumers say they open direct mail immediately

Sterling Silver & 14K leaves on
34” cable chain (sterling, 2mm)

•5
 4% of consumers say they prefer direct mail marketing the most

MSRP: $473
eldesigns.com
800-828-1122

EL Designs offers a Media Library
that is updated weekly with carefully
crafted assets of E.L. Designs jewelry,
which retail partners are encouraged
to use on their own social media
platforms (in tandem with their
advertising co-op program)

POST PICTURES ON YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILES

Frederic Duclos

Show off your many jewelry collections and gift ideas on social media.
Use photos to increase engagement and clicks.
•7
 9% of the U.S. population uses Facebook
•7
 0% of Facebook users’ login DAILY
 5% of users take action after seeing
•7
an Instagram advertising post
Sterling silver earrings
MSRP: $195
fredericduclos.com
714-898-3636
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Frederic Duclos -offers a training video available online
to download via dvd or usb store loop

GREET A CUSTOMER AS YOU WOULD A GUEST
• Greet shoppers like they are coming to your home,
in a friendly and positive manner.

Gabriel & Co

Holiday silver brochure, sell sheets- can
be accessed by placing an order on the
Gabriel & Co’s retailer B2B portal

• Say good morning, good afternoon or good evening
within 15 seconds of a shopper entering your store.
• Let customers browse a bit, then return to make
a positive statement about something they are
looking at.

Sterling silver and white sapphire earrings
MSRP: $450
gabrielny.com
212-519-1400

ASK FOR REFERRALS

John Atencio

According to a report by Nielsen, 92% of consumers trust
referrals from people they know. When you ask someone
for a referral, you’re usually asking them because you know
and trust their insight!
You can ask for a referral when you close the sale and
suggest a photo of them wearing the pieces. You can also
add a line at the bottom of your sales receipts that says:

John Atencio provides
Collection Catalogues to help
retailers and consumers view
their assortments

“We would love your referral! Get 10% off your next
purchase for any referral who makes a purchase!”
John Atencio Deco pave
ring in sterling silver
MSRP: $550
johnatencio.com
720-445-5292

LISTEN TO YOUR CUSTOMERS
Is there anything more exasperating than
telling someone what you want or what your
problem is and then discovering that that
person hasn’t been paying attention?
• Let your customer talk
• Show them that you are
listening by making the
appropriate responses
• Suggest a few options
and ideas.

Kir
Kir will arrange a pop-up trunk show
allowing the store to invite their customers
to shop the full line. This gives an
opportunity for customers to see styles the
store doesn’t carry which is an opportunity
to get insight on other collections the store
may want to carry in the future.

Sterling hand carved mother of pearl ring
MSRP: $220.
kircollection.com 303-530-1268
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Creating a Retail Experience
TRAIN YOUR STAFF IN THE ART OF CUSTOMER SERVICE
• Train your staff to be always be helpful,
courteous, and knowledgeable.
• Do it yourself or hire someone to train them.
•T
 alk to them about good customer service
and what it is (and isn’t) regularly.
•D
 iscuss good and bad examples
of customer service and learn
from them

Lafonn

Lafonn’s 2019 Training
Guide. Authorized
Retailers may request
the training guide from
their territory manager
or the Lafonn office.
Seahorse Necklace with
Simulated Diamonds
MSRP: $160
lafonn.com 855-2LAFONN

UTILIZE THE PRODUCT INFORMATION PROVIDED
•F
 rom quality and care guides to you-tube videos, many jewelry brands and
designers provide a host of information about their collections- everything
from the metals they use to the designer’s profile, make the most of this
information and watch your sales grow!
• Challenge each sales associate to become a brand expert
• Ask each associate to learn all they can about a specific brand or designer
•H
 ave weekly “information sessions” and ask each associate to share what
they learned and train the other sales staff

EMPOWER YOUR STAFF

Lika Behar

Lika Behar Silver , 24k gold
and diamond earrings
MSRP: $1,760
likabehar.com
201-933-7200

Martha Seely

•G
 ive every member of your staff enough information and
power to make those small customer-pleasing decisions, so
they never have to say, “I don’t know, but my manager will
be back at...”
 e sure that the staff is aware of all promotions
•B
and sales
•B
 e sure to be consistent with discounting guidelines.
•E
 ncourage sales associates’ comments and suggestions.
•A
 cknowledge good leadership.

Sterling earrings with freshwater pearls and zircon.
MSRP: $550
www.marthaseely.com 617-899-2162
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Martha Seely provides
deluxe pouches to keep each
purchase safe.

DON’T MAKE PROMISES THAT YOU CAN’T KEEP
• If you say to a customer, “Your repair
will be completed on Tuesday”, make
sure it is ready on Tuesday. Otherwise,
don’t say it.

Michou

Michou offers custom
advertising layouts and
signage. This includes backlit
signage, posters, website and
print ads and anything else
you might need.

• Think before you give any promise because nothing annoys customers
more than a broken promise.
• Reliability is one of the keys to
good customer service.

Sterling silver and white freshwater pearl Mistletoe pendant
MSRP: $175
michoujewelry.com 530-525-3320

DEAL WITH COMPLAINTS

Kelim

No one likes hearing complaints, but if you give
the complaint your attention, you may be able to
please the customer and position your business
to reap the benefits of good customer service.

Sterling silver Tassel earring –
Best seller for 2019
MSRP: $145
kelimjewelry.com
301-448-7367

BE HELPFUL - EVEN IF THERE’S NO IMMEDIATE PROFIT IN IT
Replace a watch strap pin or remove
a watch bracelet link– and do it
complementary. You will turn this free
service into a customer of the future who
will share their great customer service story
with others.
Think of it as a long-term sale.
Keep your eye on the customer,
not on the profit.

Phillip Gavriel

Phillip Gavriel offers a full suite of
marketing materials to retailers to
use as selling tools including but not
limited to print & digital ads, website
materials, videos, store signage, direct
mailers, and more. Email marketing@
royalchain.com to learn more.

Sterling Silver .045CT Diamond Filo Italian Cable Bangle
MSRP: $395
phillipgavriel.com 800-622-0960
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Creating a Retail Experience
GIVE MORE THAN EXPECTED

PiYaRo

• Think of ways to elevate yourself above the competition. People love to get
more than they thought they were getting, but don’t think that a gesture has
to be large to be effective. Some ideas:
• Include a coupon for a future discount.
• Offer a free jewelry cleaning service.
• Mention the date of an upcoming trunk show or event.

PiYaRo- Italian silver bracelet,
14K solid gold and 0.33ct H color
VS diamonds with hinge opening
MSRP: $2,399
www.piyaro.com 770-664-1818

PiYaRo also has a brand-new website with
all styles showing triple key pricing. This
helps retailers sell the line to their customers
and look for different options. Retailers can
contact PiYaRo for more information.

TREAT EMPLOYEES WELL

Rembrandt

•E
 mployees are your internal customers and need a regular dose of
appreciation.
•A
 ppreciation stems from the top. Treating customers and employees
well is equally important.
• Thank them and find ways to let them know how important they are.
•T
 reat your employees with respect and chances are they will have a
higher regard for customers.
•D
 o your best to keep your employee turnover rate low, because
replacing a knowledgeable salesperson is costly and time consuming.

Sterling Silver Holiday
Dreams bracelet.
MSRP: $457
rembrandtcharms.com
800-828-7840

Rembrandt provides Mini Catalogs- to give to
your customers- highlighting the top-selling
charms. Consumers take home, fill out the
wish list and return to the store to purchase.

A recent Galaxy report showed that out of 1,250 people surveyed, 94 percent
preferred to shop in traditional brick and mortar stores. However, and this is the
key, half of the people surveyed said that they went online to research retailers’
products and services before purchasing in-store.

Gloria Maccaroni
Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for The Silver Institute /Promotion Service (SPS).
SPS, launched in 2008, develops and implements programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate demand for silver jewelry in
major markets.
Retailers are encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find jewelry collections to grow their silver jewelry sales. Brands and designers are
selected to participate in the program and can request more information by writing to info@savorsilver.com
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By Jim Ackerman

DISCOVER

The Lead Generation Offer
She was no different from most jewelers.
She wanted to run an ad and be rich by Tuesday.
She thought, “I’ll run a sale for 20% off. Who wouldn’t come bounding
through my door to plunk down their cash at such a wonderful deal.”
Yes, that’s the thinking of most jewelers. And while there was a day
when such tactics may have worked, that day is no more.
In my last column I spoke of the mistake of equating offers with the word DISCOUNT. Today, may I provide an alternative…

Enter the LEAD GENERATION OFFER.
This kind of offer is simply to get those legitimate
prospects out there, to identify themselves from a
sea of mere suspects.
Let’s say you’re a bridal-focused store near a college. The
natural thinking is, “all the college students are prospects.”
Not so. They’re all suspects, not prospects. Some are already
married. Some have no intention of ever getting married.
Some don’t want to get married for a long time. Some couldn’t
get married if they wanted to.
Point is, the vast majority are NOT in the market for
an engagement ring and trying to convince them
to be is a waste of a lot of money.
On the other hand, what if you could ID just those
students who are somewhere along the path to engagement,
and concentrate on marketing to them?

Editor’s
Note
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She sent an Every Door Direct Mail piece to carrier
routes around the college. The offer was for a FREE
dinner to any couple that came into her store – 40
minutes away – just to get acquainted and look at
engagement rings.
Yes, a FREE dinner! That is a lead-generation offer.
That weekend, she had 46 couples show up. Six
bought engagement rings on the spot. The other
40 could then be marketed to over time; cultivated into
customers, if you will, with a campaign of emails, direct mails,
phone and text follow-ups.
Even if you assume that half of the remaining, non-buying
couples were charlatans, just taking advantage of our jeweler
for the FREE dinners, that still leaves her with 20 legitimate
prospects to ultimately convert into clients. If her closing rate
on those is just 30%, she’ll make an additional 6 or 7 sales from
that group.

Jim Ackerman is known as The Marketing Coach to the jewelry industry. The Retail Jeweler readers can
get a Marketing Needs Analysis (a $397.00 value) FREE by sending an email to mail@ascendmarketing.
com. Also check out Jim’s other services, including a collection of TURNKEY marketing programs, at
www.jewelersmarketinggems.com.

The Jewelry Business Magazine

But think of all those dinners! Doesn’t that get
expensive?
Not when it was explained to the restaurant owner
that he’d be receiving FREE advertising; that his restaurant
would be promoted in the EDDM piece as where the students
would be sent to enjoy their post-jewelry shopping meal.
Along with the promise that the dinner offer was for 2 entrees
and that he could still sell the kids drinks and desserts, the
restaurant owner was all in!
How about that? A compelling offer that only cost the price of
printing and mailing the EDDM piece! Will you be able to do
such a thing? No reason to believe you wouldn’t.
But there are other kinds of lead generation offers. One of the
big ones is FREE INFORMATION and/or tools. These can take
the forms of special reports, checklists, ring sizers, jeweler’s
loupes, or combinations that might be described as a “jewelry
buying kit” or a “jewel school.”

Your goal is to use your advertising to get people to walk
through the door… either your actual door, or your digital
door. Once in, it’s up to your follow-up marketing and your
sales team to make sure they don’t “walk out” empty-handed.
In today’s marketplace, you’re likely to find lead generation
offers to be a better way to get them through your door.

Jim Ackerman

mail@ascendmarketing.com
801-254-7964 x3
©2019 Jim Ackerman 1st NA Serial Rights
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ETHICAL SOURCING
OF GEMS AND METALS

By Mia Katrin

How green is your business? The current demand for ethical
sourcing of jewelry including diamonds, colored gemstones
and gold is largely client-driven. Millennials especially expect
transparency and awareness of how the gems and metals in
their jewelry are sourced.
A 2017 study found that 88% of millennial consumers are
more loyal to a company that supports social or environmental
issues, while 76% will refuse to purchase a company’s product
or service upon learning it supported an issue contrary to their
beliefs. By tapping into this important trend of ethical sourcing,
retailers can connect with their clients’ growing awareness.
Jewelers who demonstrate their social conscience help win
their client’s confidence.
“First, do no harm.” At a minimum, clients expect guarantees
that source materials for their jewelry arise from conflict-free
areas and that local mining does not harm the environment
or the mining communities. But beyond that consumers are
seeking a positive impact from the process of production. They
want their treasured ring or pendant to positively contribute to
the quality of life in indigenous areas, to “give back” to the
source, increasing prosperity and social justice.
Socially responsible sourcing is a powerful concept, generating
a compelling story retailers can use to create the meaningful
experience their enlightened consumers crave.

Fine emerald
with o.67carats
diamonds (VS GH)
in pure platinum.
MSRP $7,800.
Image courtesy
of MIA Katrin for
Jewel Couture
LLC. Design ©.
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Tiffany Stevens, President of the Jewelers Vigilance
Committee (JVC) shares the broad view:
“The US consumer’s consciousness has elevated around issues
of fairness and transparency across consumer goods. We in the
jewelry trade are purveyors of the power of emotion and pieces
that are handed down through generations which makes it even
more important for us. Part of that importance is the responsible
sourcing of the metals and stones used in our goods and
highlighting that fact to the consumer. There are minimum legal
standards and many systems you can opt into to ensure the raw
materials you use in the pieces you sell have been sourced in a
way that goes beyond basic standards and supports humanity
and the planet. These stories are worth celebrating.”
David Craig Rotenberg of David Craig Jewelers in Bucks
County, Pennsylvania said, “We embrace the concept of
ethical sourcing. It’s a good idea to maintain this posture both
for the future of the environment and because it assures the
jewelry buyer we’re not only treating the earth with respect but
everything with respect. We’re members of the various diamond
ethical sourcing organizations. We show our customers that
our gemstones are ethically sourced and put our actions where
our mouth is. It’s not just lip service. One current issue is the
carbon foot print of lab grown diamonds. Are they actually
more environmentally friendly as is often advertised? This issue
is currently under further investigation.”
By the time the movie “Blood Diamond” was released in 2006,
the crisis in “conflict diamonds” had already peaked. De Beers
proactive introduction of the self-monitoring Kimberly Process
had already averted major violations. But more work needs to
be done.
The JVC in an excellent new website (https://jvclegal.org/
responsible-sourcing/) explains: “The Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Economic Development (OECD)
has established the leading international standard – OECD Due
Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals

from Conflict Affected and High-Risk Areas - the foundation
for a number of standards to increase responsibility and
transparency in jewelry supply chain. Yet complete guarantees
around the responsible sourcing of jewelry materials still do not
exist. Criminal activity, forced and child labor and environmental
abuses remain critical to address. The Responsible Jewelry
Council is another standard setting organization which has also
developed due diligence guidance.”
Tamara Toms of Carreras Jewelers in Richmond, Virginia
explains, “We still have people concerned about the ethical
sourcing of diamonds based on the ‘Blood Diamond’ expose.
In those cases, we offer to provide them Canadian diamonds.
Or an American Gem Society (AGS) supplier, Dharmanandan
Diamonds, offers a new ‘diamond provenance journey,’ a
Blockchain enabled Diamond Time-Lapse report transparently
detailing the complete diamond voyage from mine to finger.”

What can you as a the retail jeweler do? Join various
organizations such as the Responsible Jewelry Council. Display
your commitment to ethical sourcing in your advertising and
literature. Use it in your sales pitches. It’s a great selling point! The
award winning documentary “Sharing the Rough” documents
the process of following a gemstone from deep within an East
African mine to the creation of an heirloom that will last for
generations. Use the story behind the stone to romance the sale.
Today we walk more lightly on the earth. Why does this matter
to you? Because it matters to your increasingly sophisticated
clients. By demonstrating environmental awareness, you
reveal to your clients our common concern for the future of our
planet, gaining their allegiance and trust. Good ethics means
good business. It’s a story that sells.

Mia Katrin
MIA Katrin is an award-winning jewelry designer and
creative force behind Jewel Couture LLC. A leading
industry voice on style and design and frequently is
an invited speaker at trade events. Before becoming
a jewelry designer MIA was a Philosophy Professor,
specializing in Aesthetics. Mia can be reached at info@
jeweljewel.com.
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Star Gems launches Textmechat, a Better Platform
for Independent Jewelers

New Select Jewelry Show in Tucson

Star Gems’ new platform Textmechat helps independent
retail jewelers interact with their customers more easily and
economically than ever before. Textmechat’s all-in-one inbox
for communicating with clients takes texting to a new level,
surpassing the more costly options. “Retailers are switching
to Textmechat because they can achieve the same thing, and
more, for a lower price,” says Star Gems President and CEO
Anish Desai. While other platforms charge more than $300 per
month, Textmechat costs only $75, plus a one-time setup fee
of $100.

Select Jewelry Shows has added Select Tucson to its successful
line up. The exciting new Tucson event is being held at the
luxurious Westin La Paloma Resort in Tucson, Arizona on February
2-3, 2020. Select Tucson will be in keeping with the Select
Show formula that works so well. A two-day event featuring
53 renowned designers and brands hosting invited retailers.

“We had built a platform of two-way texting in our Custom
Studio app, so we pulled it out and made it a stand-alone
platform,” Desai says. “We have that ability to build a platform
specifically for independent retail jewelers. Textmechat offers
a significant savings for retailers, and that’s the main reason
they’re switching.”
A widget on the retailer’s website allows customers to
communicate with the retailer instantly and directly. Likewise,
the retailer can reach out to a customer with immediate
information, photos and news of sales or upcoming events.
Along with the lower price, group messaging sets Textmechat
apart from earlier platforms that don’t offer the speedy tool.
Subscribers can categorize their communications, tailoring
their messages to specific groups.
Textmechat’s inbox stores everything safely; all communication
from different channels is managed in the single inbox,
eliminating missed calls and miscommunication. Textmechat
organizes contact lists, messages, past inquiries and order status
via a fast, easy-to-use dashboard. The platform includes a link
to the retailer’s Google Reviews page; request a 5-star review,
and the link makes it easy for happy customers to tap one in.
Just a few comments from retailers already using Textmechat:
“We love it. It does
everything Podium does
and more for a lot less
money” . . . “I love the
program. I got 5 new
reviews in less than a
week” . . . “It’s been
exactly what we need at
a fraction of the price of
some other options.”
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Going to Tucson? Go Early to Visit The Select Jewelry Show.

The Select Tucson schedule of Sunday and Monday works
perfectly for better retailers coming to town for Tucson’s
important gem shows. It will transition seamlessly into the
kick-off of the major gem shows that open on the following
day, Tuesday, February 4th such as AGTA GemFair. It does
not interfere or overlap with the main Tucson shows. Select
provides buyers the opportunity to meet with well-known fine
jewelry designers and top tier manufacturers before the other
shows for better use of their time.
Select Shows are known for their elegant, yet fun, and relaxed
atmosphere where qualified retailers receive–
• Two complimentary nights at the host hotel.
• Delicious breakfast, lunch, and afternoon wine service & hors
d’oeuvres both days.
• $10,000 total give away raffles both days (to be spent on the
buying floor).
• A fun cocktail party Sunday evening for mingling and
networking
For more information or to register to
attend go to SelectJewelryShow.com,
email: Tucson@SelectJewelryShow.com
or call: 844-285-1103.

The Westin La Paloma Resort, site of the Select Jewelry Show, is nestled
in the foothills of Tucson’s Santa Catalina Mountains. Tucson is the ideal
venue for you to network with jewelers and discover new suppliers.

Continued to Pg 40
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New Fresco Collection
features a signature necklace
set in 14kt rose gold with
an artful combination of
multi-color and rhodolite
gemstones accented with
genuine diamonds.
MSRP: $6,150

Cyclone Cuff #1 in 18k rose gold and
oxidized sterling silver, bezel set with a
dramatic, mirror-cut 34.60 ct. Morganite.
Wide band, hand fabricated, wrap-around
cuff with a spring loaded hinge. Designed
and created in NY. MSRP: $9,130.

Elizabeth Garvin FINE
212-420-9470

Bellarri
888-255-0192

Platinum earrings featuring
3.41ctw of pear-shape
sapphires accented by 0.38
ctw of round sapphires,
0.79ctw of rose-cut round
diamonds and 0.11ctw of
round diamonds. MSRP:
$27,000

Layered tri-color pendant featured here
in 14kt rose, white, and yellow gold.
MSRP: $1,055.

Omi Prive
877-664-4367

Mars Fine Jewelry
888-592-6277

This incredible 6.5mm
two-toned band with an intricate
wall fracture center is framed
beautifully by two
high-polish thin edges.
MSRP: $1,075 (size 10).

Benchmark
205-345-0555

Diamond enamel initial ring
in 14kt gold with 0.10ctw of
white diamonds.
MSRP: $395.

Own Your Story
312-320-3797
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Cuff bracelet in 14kt yellow gold hammered finish
and shiny edge, enhanced with scattered bezel set
diamonds and multi-color sapphires.
MSRP: $4,400

Marika Desert Gold
216-759-7569

Sculpted earrings
in 14kt gold with
0.14ctw of diamonds.
MSRP $1,095.

Graymoor Lane
Designs
888-674-8340

My Time pendant in18kt
gold brilliant diamond
hour markers. Meticulously
handcrafted in Italy. It can
be personalized by setting
the hands to a time that is
meaningful to the wearer.
MSRP $1,790

Diamond and baguette
blue sapphire circle
necklace in 14kt white gold
with 0.65ctw of diamonds.
MSRP: $3,496.

Artistry Ltd
847-674-3250

L. Klein LLC
860-559-9792

Three row cuff bracelet in sterling silver
and 18kt yellow gold contains four
rondel stations, two with 0.06ctw of
diamonds and two in 18kt gold, 0.12ctw.
Exclusively made in Italy. MSRP: $1,650.

Alisa
888-263-6600
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GIA Jewelry Career Fair and Open House Returns
to Carlsbad
Professionals and visitors looking to delve into the world
of gems and jewelry are welcome to visit the GIA World
Headquarters in Carlsbad, California on Friday, October 11th,
for the GIA Jewelry Career Fair and Open House.
This free event has something for everyone – lively panel
discussions, career coaching and recruiting for people new
to the industry and professionals looking for a career change;
classroom demonstrations for aspiring gemologists, jewelers
and jewelry designers; and unique museum exhibits for anyone
captivated by the splendor and beauty of gems. GIA’s Jewelry
Career Fair and Open House is the one time of year when the
public can visit without a prior appointment from 8:00 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. For more information and to register, visit GIA.edu/
career-fair-carlsbad-day-at-a-glance.
The event kicks off with inspiring panel discussions featuring
notable gem and jewelry leaders:
Job Success in Today’s Market 8:45-10:00 a.m.
Moderated by Susan M. Jacques, president and CEO of GIA.
Panelists include Mitchell Binder, King Baby; Cathy Calhoun,
Calhoun Jewelers; Douglas K. Hucker, American Gem Trade
Association (AGTA); and Meghan Simmons, Omi Privé.
Creative Careers 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Moderated by Mark Smelzer, publisher of JCK magazine and
JCKonline.com. The conversation will focus on unique careers
by panelists Baba Blumkin, Luxe Jewelry and Loan; Wade Clar,
Julez Bryant; Alexandra Hart, Alexandra Hart; and Jenny Luker,
Platinum Guild International USA.
Job seekers can connect with recruiters from all over the country
who represent local and global brands – including Brilliant Earth,
The Real Real and Diamonds Direct – looking for top talent in
all areas of the industry. Employers interest in recruiting at this
year’s event can sign-up at GIAevents.eventsair.com/career-faircarlsbad/recruiter-registration/Site/Register.
Open house guests are invited to explore the many beautiful
museum exhibits featuring more than 1,000 pieces – the
newest exhibit, Jewels of Hollywood, showcases pieces linked
to Hollywood royalty of decades past – and to visit the Richard
T. Liddicoat Gemological Library and Information Center,
the world’s largest for gem and jewelry, which includes the
40
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Cartier Rare Book Repository. There will also be classroom
demonstrations of the many education courses offered on
campus and the GemKids program that offers students ages 9
to 12 an engaging introduction into gemology.
GIA hosted its first Jewelry Career Fair in 1991 in Santa Monica,
California, U.S. Since then, the event has expanded, linking gem
and jewelry companies with future employees at more than 68
events in California, India, Las Vegas, London and New York.
Follow @GIANews #JewelryJobs for updates.

Weisenfeld Retires from JBT
Jacobs Moves up to President
Richard Weisenfeld, President of The Jewelers Board of Trade
(JBT), announced his retirement t effective August 31, 2019.
Mr. Weisenfeld will remain at JBT to oversee the transition
until September 1. Mr. Weisenfeld thanked the board for the
opportunity to serve in a leadership capacity during which time
the organization was streamlined and reorganized to meet the
needs of its members.
Michael Kaplan, Chairman of the Board, accepted the
resignation on behalf of JBT and acknowledged the many
years of service provided by Mr. Weisenfeld as a member,
director, and most recently as President of JBT.
Erich Jacobs, the Vice President of IT will succeed Weisenfeld
as President of JBT on September 1, 2019. Mr. Jacobs joined
JBT in 2018 and currently has operational responsibility for all
aspects of IT and collection operations. Mr. Jacobs received
his bachelor’s degree in economics and his master’s degree in
business from the University of Wisconsin.
“His background in technology and business is of great
importance to JBT,” commented Mr. Kaplan. “We congratulate
him on his new position.”

Eric Jacobs

Richard Weisenfeld

Continued to Pg 54

GOOD AND
BAD MANAGERS
By Bill Boyajian

A friend of mine, Doug Walker, author of the book, A-ha!
Performance, shared something with me that I’d like to share
with you. In a discussion about managers - and without getting
into an argument of whether people are inherently good or
evil - let’s just say we’re all human and have basic needs.

Managers have such needs, but when they meet
their own needs at the expense of their employees,
we consider them bad managers. When they meet
their needs without adversely affecting their employees’
needs, we consider them okay. But when they meet their
needs by helping employees meet their needs, we consider
them good managers. And when managers on occasion meet
their employees’ needs almost at a cost to their own needs, we
consider them outstanding, even sometimes heroic.
Think about this and ask yourself what kind of
manager you are, and what kind of manager you
want to be. It should cause you to pause and
possibly even redirect your attention to what is important.
For a manager’s job is to get results for a business by helping
employees be part of the team’s success. The question is,
are you doing that? Are you doing all you can to help your
employees be successful, or do you take advantage of your
position and let your needs or your ego get in the way?
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Geza Mini Mounted Brushes
A truly innovative brush for jewelers! The Geza Mini Mounted
Brushes are offered in two grades (Hard and Soft) and are
manufactured with the highest quality of boar bristles (Hard)
or goat hair (soft); giving you a perfect consistent finish every
time! The unique “tooth” shape construction is ideal for
getting into deep recesses where round brushes cannot. No
excess pressure is needed...just let the brush do all the work!
Due to its shape, it is also optimal for a light hammering effect
as the brush is rotating.
For best results, operate between
5,000-10,000rpm. Should you desire
final polishing and less hammering,
then the Geza brushes can be
operated at 16,000rpm max. Brush
head diameter is 22mm (.875”),
measures 41mm (1.6”) in length
and mounted on a standard 3/32”
shank. It has a 6mm (1/4”) trim
length. Available in packages of
10 or a bulk package of 100. Made
in Germany. Contact Gesswein for
more information.

24K Rose Holiday Hug™ Keeps Customers Loyal
Created by the 24k Rose & Loyalty Co., jewelers now have a
way to reward their best customers at holiday time that gets
them back into your store to buy even more. Each year, 24k
Rose & Loyalty Co. unveils a new ornament so their retail
jeweler customers can mail out to their best customers as a
“no strings attached” Thank You gift. Each ornament is made
in the USA and comes with an authenticity card that shares its
holiday legend. Designed exclusively for jewelers by jewelers,
they’ve thought of everything so you don’t have to. Such as
custom printed ribbon with your own store’s name on it to
attach to the ornament----along with mailing packets. Each
year’s previous ornaments are also available.
Here’s what some jewelers have to say about the promotion:
“It works better than gift certificates and always
bring in valuable holiday sales.”
– Mark Thomason, Thomason Jewelers, Pasadena, TX
“One customer came in just to thank us for her Holiday
Hug Ornament and she ended up spending over $800!”
– Bill Hammen, Bill’s Jewelry. Grinnell, IA
For more information about how your store can stand out from
your competition and increase your sales with the Holiday Hug
Program Call 800-843-8131.
Continued to Pg 57
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Bilgore Russian
Demantoid Garnet
Necklace and Earrings

Jeffrey Bilgore Introduces New Sapphire Collection
A rare natural treasure, sapphire is praised as the next hardest
gemstone after the diamond. Admired for its durability,
surface luster, and range of color, it has been highlighted
in lore throughout history. A symbol of truth, faithfulness,
and sincerity, this gemstone is synonymous with royalty and
romance.Internationally renowned gem merchant and custom
jewelry designer, Jeffrey Bilgore is a known for traveling around
the world to the source, hand-selecting the “best of the best.”
Rare, exotic gemstones are Bilgore’s specialty, and his new
sapphire collection features stones from two of the most
desirable sapphire sources, Myanmar and Sri Lanka.
Rich in color saturation, Burmese sapphires are mined in
Mogok, where, albeit rare, some large material has been found,
perfect for cutting into statement pieces. There, the gem
occurs in a variety of colors, including yellow, violet/purple,
and green. Ceylon (Sri Lanka) sapphire at times has banding,
and is famous for its often vibrant, medium blue hues. Known
for consistently producing high quality stones, Sri Lanka has a
high density of gemstone deposits, and is home to the three

Bilgore Carved Mexican
Fire Opal PinPendant

BilgoreMint
Tourmaline and
Diamond Earrings

largest blue sapphires ever found. Each of Bilgore’s sapphires
is unheated; such large, high quality sapphires scarcely come
to market. Bilgore said, “Fine sapphires from Burma and Sri
Lanka are exceedingly rare. Their beauty is extraordinary. From
the deepest blue to cornflower colors and then the entire
spectrum of the rainbow, sapphires glow and the color palette
is mesmerizing.”
Continued to Pg 58
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Jeffrey’s sapphire collection has luxurious sapphire selects, as
well as loose gemstones, for those looking to create a special
piece for a gift, or to treat themselves. His unique jewelry
includes a 9.30 Burmese sugarloaf sapphire ring, set with
diamonds in platinum, the epitome of a statement cocktail
ring. For every day, Bilgore’s orange and purple sapphire
earrings add a pop of color blocking to any work outfit. His
Y necklaces are available in both cornflower blue and pink
sapphire, universally flattering, for a sweep of elegance
across the collarbone. Red carpet-worthy, his 12 carat cushion
sapphire necklace is set on a sparkling diamond chain, which
interchanges diamond sizes. For those seeking inspiration,
Jeffrey Bilgore offers varied size and color ranges for the
highest quality sapphires. From a bright, 30 ct. unheated
yellow Sri Lankan beauty, to a royal pair of blues, to anything
that falls within the multi-color rainbow. Select a stone, and
work with Bilgore to transform it into something designed with
heart. “Creating personal treasures and heirlooms with these
gems is a gift. It is hard to call it work!” says Jeffrey Bilgore.
To learn more about Jeffrey Bilgore, and request pricing, visit
www.jeffreybilgore.com.

GSI Completes Inspection of Marks Jewelers
Inventory
GSI, one of the largest gemological organizations in the
world, conducted a full review of Marks Jewelers’inventory
for undisclosed lab grown diamonds. GSI sent a mobile
team to Marks 25,000 square foot state of the art store in
Montgomeryville, PA to screen and test all diamond jewelry in
their showcase and inventory. Going forward, Marks Jewelers
has implemented an inventory control process to have all
incoming jewelry screened and tested by GSI.
“The GSI team was extremely professional and knowledgeable
and we are pleased that they screened our entire inventory
fast and efficiently,” said Jim Brusilovsky, President of Marks
Jewelers. “The GSI team came in with their equipment,
set up their testing area and went to work with minimal
disruption to regular business” said Dareen Brusilovsky,” V.P.
of Merchandise. “With the assurance of GSI, we know that all
of our existing and incoming diamond inventory does not have
any undisclosed lab grown diamonds.”
“Marks Jewelers is a true leader in the industry. Jim has a strong
sense of responsibility to his customers and has therefore
pioneered the way for independent jewelers to screen and test
their diamond jewelry inventories,” said Debbie Azar, President
and Co-Founder of GSI. “We commend Jim and the Marks
Jewelers team for best practices and encourage all retailers
to put a process in place for the detection of undisclosed lab
grown diamonds. I want to stress that the issue of undisclosed
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diamonds is still a problem within our industry. “
GSI is a world leader in gemological services, with 13
gemological laboratories across four continents, combining
state-of-the-art technology with the highest ethical standards.
GSI recently opened a new 4,200-square-foot Laboratory
in New York dedicated to the screening and detection of
undisclosed diamonds to continue its groundbreaking work.

In Memoriam: Jerry Berlinger
Jerry Berlinger, a seasoned industry
veteran, passed away on August
20, 2019. He was 77. He was born
and raised in Brooklyn and attended
Madison High School and attended
Brooklyn College. He was married
to Linda Jackson and recently
celebrated their 51st wedding
anniversary. Jerry and Linda have
two children, Wendy and Robert.
The Berlingers are proud grandparents of 4 grandchildren. One
from Linda and three from Jerry.
Jerry’s business career began in 1967 when he started with
Botell Rings which later became Four Stars. In 1990, Jerry
joined Suna Brothers and has been there ever since.
Jerry was the consummate, old world salesman; always positive,
never flustered, and happy to travel great distances to see his
clients, many of whom became personal friends. He clocked in
countless miles during his career. He truly loved what he did,
and everyone he met could see it. His enjoyment was both
contagious and apparent. Jerry always had a song in his heart
and a story to tell, regaling colorful tales of a life on the road
and the ever-changing jewelry business.
Jerry had a wonderful rapport with retailers. He had an uncanny
knack of getting even the busiest store owners to take his
call or to give him a few moments if he happened to stop in
unannounced. Maybe it was his gentle demeanor or his likable
personality. Maybe it was his palpable kindness. One thing was
certain: Jerry was beloved by so many.
Jerry enjoyed both professional relationships and personal
friendships with store owners, staff and industry colleagues
alike. Those who knew him will remember his spirited sense of
humor. With a boyish grin and mischievous sparkle in his eyes,
Jerry could tell a great joke—and often did.
He loved to make people laugh, even doing stand-up comedy
on occasion. Enthusiastic and lively, he was a voracious reader
and a true music aficionado. From Seinfeld to Springsteen, he
was happy to chat for hours on end. He will be sorely missed.

